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Chapter 1 : About Your Privacy on this Site
My Creative Scrapbook kit club is all about you and helping you preserve your memories in a fun and creative way..
Each month we will send you a fabulous kit full of the newest products, an exclusive sketch design and plenty of ideas
from our talented and creative design team.

Left out in the cold by Creative Memories? I updated this post in September The future is uncertain for all of
Creative Memories products, let alone their digital scrapbooking offerings. But what about your Storybooks?
Historian replaces Creative Memories Memory Manager. With Forever , you can print your old storybooks
from within their new software. Where to from here? As Creative Memories digital products are a sinking ship
right now, you may be wondering what your options are. I have coached a number of Storybook Creator users
and am happy to say that Photoshop Elements is the perfect thing to replace it. One of my students Gee Zee
shares: Storybook Creator did have a Mac version at one time and I thought it would still be available. At least
hoped it would be even with all the news about Creative Memories filing Bankruptcy. Alas, that was no longer
an option. I promise you that if Melissa can get me past that mental block, she must be something special. Just
click on the try it button. Digital Scrapbooking for Absolute Beginners will take you from the very beginning
and walk you through step by step through the process of building a layout. Head to the Vault Menu, then
click export vault. This is an essential step to be sure you keep all your metadata and story information. Be
sure to export the vault as the first step. Are you wondering how to continue without Creative Memories? This
post contains affiliate links. This means that if you click through that link and purchase an item, I may receive
a commission for referring the sale. I only recommend classes and products that I know and trust. Digital
Scrapbooking Tagged With: She loves to show others how fun and easy it can be to record your precious
memories with tech tools like Photoshop Elements.
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Chapter 2 : 35 Great Scrapbook Ideas and Albums | Martha Stewart
Creative Memories is back! We're proud to bring you the highest quality scrapbook albums, papers, tools and support
you'll find anywhere in the scrapbooking industry.

Glue or thread your buttons into your paper and photos to add color and create a stunning design on your
scrapbook page. Use different colors and kinds of craft buttons to showcase your photos. Save space and wow
anyone who looks through it. Grab some scrapbook paper and paper flower punches to cut out flower shapes.
Make as many flowers as you want. Then, layer and glue the flowers together, or pierce a hole in the center
and put a brad. Make these beautiful paper flowers with the kids. Grab a thick heart template and lay it on the
paper. Then, dip the eraser into the paint, press it on the edge of the heart, all the way around the template.
Make several prints until you are out of paint. Try it in other shapes , too. It would be so much fun! You can
include things like leaves, sand, clouds, stickers, or stones! Anything goes with this design. This is also perfect
for a DIY birthday scrapbook. An interesting trick to add to your scrapbook ideas, right? Simply fold a
patterned paper in half and partially punch the heart shape. Add a little twine to make the body and antennae.
Make them useful by turning them into these adorable chevron pattern designs. Simply cut patterned paper
into strips and segments, and line the paper pieces to create stripes on your scrapbook page. One of the most
wonderful scrapbook ideas! Simply adhere your patterned paper squares with dimensional adhesive to create a
quilted look. Then, stitch the squares to the page and rough up the edges to get a bit more of a fabric feel.
Repeat the process until you achieve a full paper quilt. Embroidered Map Embroidered Map Photo by
Practically Functional This was done as an artwork but why should it stop you from stealing this idea and
adding it to your scrapbook? Then, sew the map along the route using a back stitch. Finish off by embellishing
the map with an X at your destination. Turn plain paperclips into wonderful mini hangers , make a few, and
add it as a cool embellishment to your scrapbook. To make mini hangers, you only need paper clips and pliers.
All you need is to extend the paper clip and bend it accordingly. Then, use your pliers to make a hook. Keep
adding photos with beautiful memories and a lot of love from your family and friends! Use Leaves Why spend
money for scrapbook supplies when nature is giving you all the material you need? Gather some leaves and
use punchers with different shapes for your scrapbook design. Grab a few craft papers and cut several
diamond shapes. Use the cuts as a template to trim your photos into the same shape and size. To create a
diamond pattern, use the twine to create the grid, then add your photos and embellishments. Use a heavy,
textured paper with watercolors. This is just a simple trick, but it adds so much flair to your scrapbook pages.
Simply cut slits in the tip of each petal, and punch a hole in the center. Weave the ribbon all the way around
your flower. Then, grab some adhesive and glue down your smaller center flower. Lastly, decorate the center
of the flower with anything you want. If you also take a bit of sand home every time you visit, add it to your
scrapbook. Simply get some plastic film and tape it with some washi tape to seal the sand inside. Grab some
washi tapes, cut small strips and tape it over twine to create a beautiful washi tape banner. Use a single or
different patterns on every page to get varying and creative looks. Photo Map Use a map as a background for
your scrapbook. Add a sticky note beside every photo to indicate the date and activities you have done!
Simply cut one of your photos to create strips and group them together. Banding together all the letters and
stamping the whole word at once helps ensure the letters have good spacing on your scrapbook page. Mar 24,
at 2: These clips are so easy and quick to put together. To start, choose a photo you want to use, place it face
down on a flat surface, draw a grid over the photo and cut it into small squares. Then, have fun rearranging
these individual squares, or sections of photos, like tiles on a floor. One of the most beautiful ideas for
scrapbooking! To get started, all you need is an old magazine, scissors, an envelope, a glue stick, and a
Sharpie. Open up an envelope and trace it on a magazine page. Cut around the outline, fold down the four
sides, then glue the edges of the flaps together. You just made your own envelope! Scrapbook with Plenty of
Colors.
Chapter 3 : Creative Memories Scrapbooking Products
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Creative Spaces Volume 2. Behind the scenes look at crafting spaces to inspire you while creating a space that reflects
your own unique scrapbooking style and fuels your creativity.

Chapter 4 : Uniquely Creative I Australia I Scrapbooking & Card Making Kits
Shop Here you'll find all the products we've got to offer for your scrapbook, photo album or paper craft projects. From
our beloved bookcloth scrapbook Album Covers and Predesigned Albums to pens, stickers, paper and tools, we've got
you covered.

Chapter 5 : Creative Memories Blog â€“ We Make Scrapbooking Fun!
The best scrapbook ideas come from resourcefulness and creativity. Whether you're an avid scrapbooker or just getting
started, these ideas are sure to get you inspired.

Chapter 6 : blog.quintoapp.com â€” we bring a scrapbook store to your door
Online shopping from a great selection at Creative Scrapbook Store Store.

Chapter 7 : Scrapbooking Layouts, Scrapbooking Ideas, Cool Scrapbooking Tools and More! | Creating Ke
Win the Simple Vintage Collection by Simple Stories including patterned paper, stickers, die cuts and chipboard on the
Creative Scrapbooker Magazine blog! See All Shop.

Chapter 8 : Welcome to Bee Creative - blog.quintoapp.com
Explore Jennifer Turner's board "Creative Scrapbook Pages" on Pinterest. | See more ideas about Scrapbooking
layouts, Scrapbooking ideas and Scrapbook paper crafts.

Chapter 9 : Creative Scrapbook Store: Paper Crafting Supplies
Scrapbooking Videos November 2, Baby Wipe Background Technique - Technique Tasters # Kim Gowdy is on our
latest web show with a super COOL background technique using baby wipes, Tombow Dual Brush pens and a stencil!.
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